New Range Of Luxury Vinyl Flooring
Introduced By Quick-Step
January 07, 2019

DG Heath, a business based in Pontarddulais, Swansea,

South Wales, has announced that Quick-Step has introduced a new range of luxury vinyl flooring. DG
Heath is a major stockist of Quick-Step floors in South Wales, UK, and they have now added the new
range of vinyl floors to their display.
Dean Heath from DG Heath says, “We are happy to announce the availability of the Quick-Step Livyn
vinyl plank floors, which is a collection of luxury lino floors. Lino is a kind of flooring that is
exceptionally quiet to walk on. And because it is also 100 percent waterproof, it is often used for
bathroom floors and kitchen floors. And because of the patented Uniclic Multifit system, the vinyl floor
can be installed, quickly and cost effectively.”
The luxury vinyl flooring now available through DG Heath include the Quickstep Pulse Click,
Quickstep Balance Click, Quickstep Pulse Plus Click, Quickstep Balance Plus Click, trims and
accessories, Quickstep Rigid Balance, and Quickstep Rigid Balance Plus.
Meanwhile, the high quality of the products and services provided by the vinyl flooring company has
been attested to by past customers. For instance, Dave E gave them five stars and said, “I have been
using DG Heath to supply materials for my building, home renovation and garden landscaping
projects for many years. It is my first point of contact for advice on product suitability. Always great
advice, service, pricing and delivery.”
Irene R also gave DG Heath a five star rating and said, “I had my floors laminated with beautiful
material. I am really pleased! A great job carried out by a professional carpenter, who worked really
hard. Material delivered on time in advance. Highly recommend in all aspects. Thank you.”
DG Heath offers a wide range of products that are used for home construction. For the inside of the

home, DG Heath provides doors, staircase parts, flooring, insulation, bathroom products, underfloor
heating, and furniture. For outside the home, DG Heath provides garden structures, garden fencing,
landscaping, garden gates, external wall cladding, garden decking, treatments and preservatives,
roofing, and rainwater & guttering.
DG Heath also offers timber supplies. These include joinery timber and mouldings, plywood and
sheet materials, treatments and preservatives, and square cut timber. Furthermore, they also provide
various tools and accessories, such as hand tools, power tools, and power tool accessories.
DG Heath is a family-operated business that specializes in providing high quality timber-related
products across Swansea and surrounding areas. It was founded more than 30 years ago in
Pontarddulais. The efforts of the company had earned them an excellent reputation among its retail
and trade customers because of their expertise, value, quality and service. From its warehouses and
huge timber yard, DG Heath supplies and stocks a wide range of products, including flooring, doors,
fencing, decking, sheet materials, garden buildings, and general timber. They also have indoor
showrooms where they display the various things needed for a timber project including door furniture,
shower wall paneling, underfloor heating, and stairs.
Meanwhile, as a way to better serve their customers, they also provide DIY guides on their website.
For instance, they have posted DIY guides on how to fit a feather edge timber fence, laminate floor
fitting, and fitting wood flooring using the Uniclic system.
Dean Heath has also established a YouTube channel, where he posts videos to guide people on
timber projects. For example, he has posted videos on various projects in Swansea, including
decorative panels, fencing off timber decking, a children’s playhouse, garden arbours, and garden
cabins.
DG Heath has also established a Facebook page where they feature the various products that they
have on stock. For instance, one Facebook post is a video where Dean Heath answers the question
on what floors are suitable for bathrooms. On another Facebook post, a photograph is shown of a
wooden effect laminate flooring designed with Hydro seal and that is appropriate for kitchens and
bathrooms.
Those who need more information about flooring and other products available at DG Heath can visit
their website or contact them by phone.
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